This is THE article the rich bankers DON'T want you to read...

5 Ways Your Bank has Been Legally Stealing From You!
But the Best Revenge is Getting Rich Without Banks by Exploiting a LittleKnown Loophole in the Financial Markets... and You'll Learn How Below!
Many hard-working folks have said they've felt “cheated” or taken advantage of by their bank
at one time or another. And honestly... for good reason.
Banks have been ripping you off for years! It's true... this report reveals 5 shocking ways
your bank has been legally stealing from you.


You give them your hard-earned money to hold onto in the form of savings, checking,
or money-market accounts. In return... they give you a miniscule 1% return.



If you're willing to tie up your money for YEARS in a C.D, you get a tiny 2% return on
your money... IF you're lucky. But take YOUR money out early and pay a huge penalty!



When you borrow money from the bank... you have to pay it back at 6%, 7%, even
10% interest or more. Doesn't seem fair, right? That's because it's not.



Rich bank executives enjoy million-dollar bonuses and million dollar salaries... while
they pay you 1% to 2% for using your money. They're driving $60,000 luxury cars and
enjoying perks that the wealthy enjoy... while people like yourself struggle just to get by.



They take YOUR hard-earned money and invest it in BETTER opportunities... making
80% to 100% returns... while they pay you 1% to 2% interest.

The Truth is... Bankers Are Using YOUR Money to Get Rich!
It's true... banks are using YOUR savings, checking accounts, and C.D.s to pay top
executives million dollar salaries and bonuses... while they give you miniscule returns.
The truth is... banks have been legally stealing from you for years! "Put your money in
savings for the long term" the banks tell you. Great... let's see where that gets you for
retirement. Probably a few dollars in interest earned. Then you're left wondering how you're
going to pay for your retirement.
But here's the worst part. As you hand over your hard-earned cash to banks... they take that
money... charge you a fee... and then turn around and put it in other cash-generating
investments outside the bank that give them 80% to 100% returns or higher!
That's right... these fat cat bankers are making millions with YOUR money. They take your
money, give you 1% returns, and then invest it where YOU should be investing... earning
double and triple digit returns. To say it's not fair is an understatement.

But banks have a habit of tricking regular, hard working folks.... hiding from you where the
fast, easy money's made. Think about it... do you think they want you knowing about a quick
and easy way to make 80% or 100% returns? That's why this source of easy money has been
kept hidden from you. They won't tell you about this because they WANT your hard-earned
money in their bank... so they can use it to make the REAL money and million dollar bonuses!
Well, the banks will NOT be happy if they knew what you're about to learn. This report will
show you exactly how to fight back and get revenge against the fat-cat bankers and unlock
access to wealth you never imagined! See, there's a faster and easier way to make money
that has nothing to do with putting it in banks or the stock market.
This article will reveal a little-known loophole that rich bankers use to exploit the financial
markets and fill their own pockets with cash. You'll learn exactly where they're investing your
money so you can enjoy the same returns. The rich bankers have profited off you long
enough. Now it's YOUR turn to tap into the same money source they've been hiding from you!
This report will empower YOU to avoid these lying banks and take you to the hidden money
source that's 10 times more profitable than investing in the stock market and 100 times more
profitable than watching your money collect tiny returns in your bank.
To show you how you can make 80% to 100% returns every day... it's time to meet Jason.
Jason knows what it’s like to struggle financially. In fact, before discovering this method of
exploiting the financial markets, he lived paycheck to paycheck. After paying all of his bills, he
never had anything left over. He was stuck living with his parents and driving a beat-up down
car he still owed money on. But that all changed when Jason discovered this information.
Here's Jason in his own words: “I'm from a blue collar background. I've worked hard all of my
life to save money so I could have something for retirement. But as I got older and noticed my
bank account was always near ZERO... I knew I had to do something different. I looked into
investing in the stock market. But I didn't know if I had time to read reports, study charts, and
try to find winning stocks. But I wanted a way to earn more than a 1% return at my bank!
One day while at a local coffee shop, I ran into a friend of mine who used to be a stock broker.
We sat and had coffee together. I started asking him about investing in the stock market. My
friend went on to explain that he USED to trade stocks... but was turned onto the profitable
world of binary options by a millionaire trader. As my friend explained, binary options was an
easier, faster way to profit from the markets. Thankfully I followed his advice... because...

Within a Year of Using The Secrets He Taught Me, I Left My Job
and now 'Work' an Hour Each Day From Home!
At age just 39, I've since retired from what I call 'normal work'. I can literally make steady,
consistent money anytime I need it. The great thing is, my income with binary options is not a
“fixed” income either, which means I can make as much or as little as I want.
Here's a screen shot of Jason's account after trading binary options.

No more working to make someone else rich, no more waking up early, no more sitting in
rush hour traffic, and no more working for a paycheck that barely pays the bills. Within five
months of trading binary options, I had $44,000 in my account. I went out and paid cash for a
new car. I'm in the process of buying a home and moving out of my parent’s house.”
If a 39 year old brand-new investor can turn $500 into $44,000 in 5 months, you can too.
What would you do with an extra $44,000 in 5 months? Maybe you’d pay off college loans or
bills, enjoy vacations, or buy your dream car? Well, the good news is, you can use binaryoptions like Jason did to enjoy a nice, steady cash flow going into your account each day.
Binary-options is literally the fastest and easiest way to clear $200 to $300 a day in your
spare time, right from home. That may not sound like much, but if you make $300 a day... that
comes out to six grand a month! How would an extra $6,000 a month change YOUR life?
I’m sure if you’re like most people, having this much extra money would help ease some
stress about bills.
Let's say you make $300 a day and instead of spending it, you reinvest the profits to trade.
Let's say you double your trading stake each month for 6 months starting with the minimum...
you'd have $378,000 in your account after 6 months!
What’s more, trading binary options is NOT as risky as the stock market. You don’t need
experience or technical expertise. No complex charts… analysis… or anything to learn at all!
Binary options also require small initial investments but can produce VERY high returns.
No sleepless nights waiting for your stocks to turn around... stocks which may have crashed
for reasons out of your control. It's scary how many peoples' pensions are tied to an
overvalued stock market through investment banks who are trading currencies! You can set
up a trading account in minutes and start making money the very first day.

No Experience and VERY Little Money Needed to Start
Look, all assets fluctuate up and down depending on market conditions. By placing 'bets' on
whether an asset will go up or down, you can make a full time income with part time hours.
When you trade binary options, you select an asset like a stocks, oil, or gold and then choose
the direction you think it will move – UP or DOWN within a certain period of time. Then you
enter the amount you want to invest. At the end of that time frame… you can generate 75% to
100% of your investment on every winning trade.
And the beauty of trading Binary Options is… unlike traditional investing, it doesn't matter how
much the stock goes up, or goes down. You only need to correctly predict whether it will rise
or fall over a short period of time. With a few clicks of the mouse and betting on the price
movements of assets gold or oil... you can make $200 to $300 or more in as little as 60
seconds. The best part… you don’t have to know ANYTHING about trading.

Following Trends Can Make it Even Easier to Profit!
With binary options… making money comes down to 2 choices. Up or Down. You can look at
a graph and notice a “trend” in which a certain asset is moving. A trend is simply a continued
movement in a certain direction and can help “predict” which way an asset will move.

If there’s a long period of time where it has gone up… that’s an uptrend. Chances are… it will
keep going up unless certain factors stop it. If an asset has been going down... it’s in a
declining trend and may keep dropping unless outside factors cause it to stop. When you see
an asset trending up on a graph… hit the UP or Call button to make money. If you see an
asset trending down… hit the Down or Put button to potentially double or triple your money.
For example… will the price of gold be above $1425 at 2:30pm? If you think yes, you buy the
Binary Option. If you think no, you sell. Or, let’s say you bet oil will go down and set your
maximum risk at $250. If oil soars, your loss is $250 – no matter how high the price goes. But
if oil plummets in price…you could make thousands.

Following trends is one of the safest ways to win. Because it’s pretty easy to notice trends on
graphs, they'll help you “predict” which way a commodity will move so you can make money.
To recognize trends, use the real-time graphics and charts you get with your account.

How Much Money Should You Invest?
Even if you follow directions you get when signing up, there’s still some risk. You should
never invest more than you can afford. In fact, if you can't handle a small amount of risk, you
should stick to your regular job until it's time to retire and pray your pension covers you.
BUT… if you follow the trends and use the system below… you’ll win more than you lose. To
minimize your risk and make sure you don’t lose much… each position you open should
NEVER represent more than 10% of your total capital.

If you have $500 in your account, each open position should be $50 tops

If you have $1,000 in your account, each open position should be $100 tops

If you have $2,000 in your account, each open position should be $200 tops

If you have $5,000 in your account, each open position should be $500 tops
For the best returns and proper money management, it's best you have a starting capital of
$500 or more. If your account has less than $500… you should open a position that
represents no more than 20% of your total capital. If you have more than $500, you should
use only up to 10% of your capital. This makes it safer and less chance of losing much.

5 Important Rules to Keep you from Losing Money
Even though binary options is one of the safest ways to make money… here are 5 simple
rules to follow that can eliminate most risk and help you pull in more profits.


Follow the Trend- Trading binary options is based on trend following… a strategy

used by traders because it’s effective and accurate. Assets go up, down, or sideways
when pushed in that direction by financial institutions, news and major events that
influence investors and the markets. If the asset has shown a continuous increase, the
chance it will continue to go up in the near future is higher than the chance it will go
down. If an asset is going up… hit the UP button to make money. If it's trending
down… hit the Down button to make money. You have tools and charts to help you.


Stick with a Proven System- The system you learn from your binary options broker
will help you learn what you need to do. The broker I use has great training resources.
If you want to make REAL profits… follow the training resources you get when signing
up with the broker I'll recommend below.

3. Be Consistent- You can’t expect to win if you’re not consistent with your trading. If you
treat this like a hobby, you’ll win “hobby money”. Treat it like a real business and you
can do VERY well. If you want big winners often… stick with what's been working.


Take it Seriously- When you start trading, make sure there’s little distraction. Give it
the attention it deserves, so you can win more often. If your focus isn’t 100%, you can
miss some profitable moves. Once you start trading, follow the system closely. Again
treat it like your own business… because it is. But unlike most businesses where you
spend 8 hour days… you can spend as little as an hour and still make money.



TIMING is Important- Those who take action fast have the best chance of winning.
For example, using a mouse can be faster than a track pad on a laptop for getting your
trades in on time. It can cut out 5 to 10 seconds… which can matter. Give yourself
every advantage in making the right trades. Again, if you’re serious about making
money… anything you do to speed up your trades will help you make more.

3 Simple Steps for Earning 70% to 100% Every Hour!
As you can see, binary options are for ANYONE who wants to enjoy an unlimited income
potential... even if you've never invested or traded before in your life. There’s no worrying
about exiting too soon or staying in a trade too long. Your chances of making money are
higher because the process is safer and less risky compared to investing in the stock market.
In fact, how does a 67% chance of winning sound? Or 79% chance? How about 98%?
One way that makes winning almost fool-proof is to look for a stock that has a significant
Traders Choice. This means MOST traders have decided this asset is going to go in the
same direction. Banking consistent profit is easier when you follow successful traders who do
this for a living. You'll learn about Traders Choice it inside your account.
Here’s how fast and easy it is to rack up profits with binary options. Head into the main area
of your broker account. (see our recommended broker below). When inside, go to the asset
column and choose the one you want to trade. If you want to trade Gold, select gold from the
drop down menu. Then go to the Amount Column and enter in the amount you want to trade.

Select the asset you want to trade and click the "Call" button if you think the asset will rise or
"Put" if you think the price will fall. Then choose the investment amount and expiry time.
For example, you can select the investment of $250 and click "Put" to choose direction.
A potential payout may be 68%, or $420. Once the time expires and the position is closed,
you're either “In The Money” meaning you won, or “Out Of The Money” meaning you didn't.
Once you build up your account balance so you can invest higher amounts… you can MAKE
more. That’s how big money is made… by earning consistent profits and snowballing it into
more and more money.
Now, the safest way to make money is gradually, day by day, and never risking everything.
You're not trying to make millions overnight. Just a few grand a month for little effort. That's
why you skim a few hundred bucks and soon, it adds up to a giant pile of cash. Fortunes are
made using binary options to make small, consistent profits, a little at a time, day by day. And
soon enough, it adds up to a fat bank account and huge retirement nest egg.

This is How the Rich do it... They WIN Consistently
It’s much easier to get $300 a day and a few grand a month making small, regular profits.
That's why many investors have called this the fastest, safest, and easiest way to invest…
without needing a lot of money to start, without needing experience, and without having to
spend hours researching. Even with small investments… binary options allow investors the
chance to generate up to 75% to 85% of your investment on every winning trade.
You can invest $100 and earn $300 even if a stock only went up by one tenth of a percent!
Or, you can invest $100 and earn $300 even if the price went down! This is why binary
options allow you to make money no matter if an asset goes up or down. If you’re right and
they move your way… the payoff can be double or triple digit gains.
And unlike stocks where you have to follow charts, analysis, fundamentals, and other
technical jargon… there’s nothing complicated about trading binary options. Because of
that… you can trade the low-risk and high-profit way…and enjoy making $200 to $500 a
day…whether the market goes up or down. It takes minutes and no hard work.

“Within 9 Months of Discovering Binary Options, I was Able to
Put a Down Payment on my Dream Car… a BMW.”

Meet Mary, a 32 year old Mom and housewife making $300 a day with binary
options!Mary loves being able to make a lot of money from home using binary options. In
fact, not only does Mary work at home, she enjoys a nice six figure income her job never gave
her.
“I was very skeptical. As a mother and housewife, l didn’t have a lot of money to start with. I
think it was around $300 dollars. I started making $175 a day. Then it grew to $300 each day.
Now I'm up to $500a day with little effort. I started making more than I did at my job, so I quit
to have more time for my family. My husband was so impressed, he told me to treat myself!
I’ve always wanted a BMW, so I’m driving my new BMW and working an hour a day.”
This stay at home mom is only spending an hour a day and bringing home $500 or more each
day. If you want to be your own boss, work from home, and set your own schedule…while you
watch your income go through the roof… binary options is the fastest and easiest way.

42 Year Old Single Dad Turns $100 into $300 every 30 Minutes…
For years James dreamed of making money from home. He dabbled in stocks, but despite
hours spent researching charts and reports… James said he lost more than he won.
James wanted a legitimate way to make extra money. As a single Dad, he had 2 kids to
support. After years of struggle… and right when he was about to give up… he came across
binary options and soon averaged $300 per day. It wasn’t long before he was making $500.
Here's a screen shot of his account:
And let’s just say that James no longer worries about bills, rent, or any of that. What other
investment offers you an opportunity to make $200 every 30 minutes “work” per day? Can
you imagine what you’d do with $200 going into your bank account every half hour? Well, the
same system Mary and James used can make you $200 to $300 in profit in your spare time.
Since you can do this in your spare time from home...it’s great for students, stay-at-home
moms, retirees, and anyone who wants to collect 100% profits in 30 minutes a day!
Not only can you earn $200 to $300 a day… you can do it EVERY DAY. You can buy the new
Mercedes or BMW. You can send your kids to the best schools, buy your dream home, pay
bills, or take vacations. No boss, no time clock and no late nights. You’re in complete control.
Spend your day on the beach while everyone else is working. Pay off your debts and have the
vacation of your dreams. Instead of a morning commute, stroll from your bedroom to your
patio and work outside, soaking in the sun. Start your day at 9am and finish an hour later.
“I’ve been a waitress for the past 5 years... working all the time. Thankfully, I came across binary options when I
heard about it from a friend. At first I was somewhat unsure about it, especially because I had never tried it
before. But now, I make about $750 to $950 a week and only do this for a few hours. The rest of the day is spent
with my son… something I couldn’t do with my schedule at the restaurant. Leanne Goldin, Canada
I just deposited $2,439 into my account! I make around $400 or so a day, and only work an hour. What’s more, I

make more in 3 days now than I did at my old full time job. I enjoy my day doing what I want and spend my time
with my family… which is the most important thing. It really gives me more peace of mind when I don’t have to
worry about bills and money anymore. This has been a life-changer for me! Mary Burch, Australia
I’m going to school in Singapore, so this has helped me pay student bills. Since classes take up a lot of time, I
use this for a few hours a week and make more than if I had a job. I wanted a simple way to make money and
found binary options. I was skeptical at first. But after a week I was making $350 a day! Arron Kim, Singapore
I made $8,900 last month and I only traded 20 days. When you said that anyone could do this, you weren’t lying.
I never knew binary options before, but I learned quickly. Today it’s only noon and I’ve made $480 so far. This
has opened my eyes to what’s possible if I just follow the system and not go away from it. Sanjay Lumar, UAE
I was familiar with the stock market, but didn’t know about binary options. Thankfully, the system I signed up with
gave me all of the training I needed. Today, I get to work from home and spend the rest of my time doing what I
want. I just went on my first vacation in about 10 years. Next year I’m heading to Hawaii. I went to college and
never made more than $40,000 with my degree. With binary trading I’m on track for six figures. Kenny Ford
I’ve made as much as $2,951 in a single day. It feels amazing to make so much money being at home with my
family. I’ve worked so many jobs before, but never got ahead. I’ve made $390 today and it’s a little past 10am. I
found the trading simple and the broker you recommended helped me to make money. Ruan Suzani

Even if you have no experience…you can start with a small amount and generate up to 75%
to 85% of your investment on every winning trade.
The hardest part is choosing the best broker. So we researched and found one of the
most trusted and reputable binary options brokers. We recommend opening up an account at
___... a top binary options broker. This authorized broker is easy to use and has customer
service reps available if you need help. They’re extremely trusted and credible.
Opening an account with our recommended broker will help you avoid being scammed like
you may with less reputable brokers. In fact, they’re our top choice for binary options and also
pay out the highest returns of all brokers.
So go ahead and sign up now with the best broker we've found and deposit your starting
capital and start trading! All you have to do is grab your credit card and deposit at the trading
network below to start making $200 to $300 a day. It couldn't be easier. It’s simple to get
started, doesn’t take much capital, and they offer a ton of training information to helps you get
the most profits. If you have questions, you can contact help through the Live Chat.

Register with Our # 1 Trusted broker to Start Making Money
Please use ONLY this approved broker to avoid risk! This broker is reliable and has a strong
partnership with us to ensure you have the best experience!
If you're tired of living paycheck to paycheck… fed up with watching other people enjoy the
dream homes, nice cars, exotic vacations, and other finer perks of life YOU want...sign up for
your binary options trading account now and fund it so you can start.
If you’re ready to earn $200 to $300 a day in your spare time… CLICK HERE to deposit funds
in your broker account and get started on your path to financial security!

